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6813 PHY : Quantum Mechanics
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SECTION - A

(Answer all. very short answer type. Each question carries one mark.)

1. The Paschen series is the transition between the levels of

2. The momentum of matter wave is given by

3. The solution of Schrodinger equation of a free particle is

4. One dimensional harmonic oscillator has _- degrees of freedom'

SECTION - B

(Answer any seven. short answer type. Each question carries two marks')

5. What is ComPton Effect ?

6. List out any four inadequacies of quantum theory'

7. Consider the standing wave of an electron in an orbit and Bohr's quantization

' rule.

g. prove the non-existence of electrons inside the nucleus on the basis of

uncertaintY PrinciPle.

9. what are Eigen functions and Eigen values of an operator ?

10. what is box normalization ? Explain with example.

11. why does the spin of an electron play an important role in the structure of

un"rgy levels of 
" 

*"ny electron atom but not in hydrogen atom ?

12. Explain de Broglie hypothesis. Why the wave nature of matter is not

apparent in ouidaily observations ? p.r.o.
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l3.Bringouttheconc|usionsotsternGer|achexperiment.

14. Briefly explain the mechanism by which photoelectrons are emitted'

sEcTloN - C

(Answeranyfour.Shortessay/prob|emtype.Eachquestioncarries
three marks.)

15. Find the energy of an harmonic oscillator using quantization rule'

16. An X-ray photon of wavelength 0.3Ao l.s scSttered through an angle 45' by a

loosely oounJ 
"i*"tron. 

Find-the wavelength of the scattered electron'

17. Find the Eigen functions and nature of Eigen values of the given operator'

d2 2d

--f
dx2 

'xdx

1g. A harmonic oscillator moves in a potential V(x) = ;O" 
+ cx ' Find the energy

Eigen values.

19. 1 g marble is constrained.to roll inside a tube of length 1 cm' the tube is

caped'on ilh ,io.r. Modeling this as square wett potential' determine the

values of quantum number" oi th. marbles. lt the initial energy is 1'06 mJ'

ca|cu|atethenextexcitationenergyo|marb|e'

20. Normalize the wave function Y(x) = e*'
SECTION - D

(Answeranytwo.Longessaytype.Eachquestioncarriesfivemarks.)

21. Explain the significance of Ehrenfest's theorem'

22.A)Exp|ainthepostu|atesofBohrwithregardtohydrogenatom.

B) Explain the photoelectric effect and also the concept of Einstein with

regard to it'

29. Explain the different postulates of quantum mechanics in detail'

24. solve the schrodinger equation for linear harmonic oscillator using

Schrodinger method


